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Abstract With the rapid development of semiconductor in-

dustry, the number of cores integrated on chip increases

quickly, which brings tough challenges such as bandwidth,

scalability and power into on-chip interconnection. Under

such background, Network-on-Chip (NoC) is proposed and

gradually replacing the traditional on-chip interconnections

such as sharing bus and crossbar. For the convenience of

physical layout, mesh is the most used topology in NoC de-

sign. Routing algorithm, which decides the paths of pack-

ets, has significant impact on the latency and throughput of

network. Thus routing algorithm plays a vital role in a well-

performed network. This study mainly focuses on the routing

algorithms of mesh NoC. By whether taking network infor-

mation into consideration in routing decision, routing algo-

rithms of NoC can be roughly classified into oblivious rout-

ing and adaptive routing. Oblivious routing costs less with-

out adaptiveness while adaptive routing is on the contrary.

To combine the advantages of oblivious and adaptive routing

algorithm, half-adaptive algorithms were proposed. In this

paper, the concepts, taxonomy and features of routing algo-

rithms of NoC are introduced. Then the importance of rout-

ing algorithms in mesh NoC is highlighted, and representa-

tive routing algorithms with respective features are reviewed

and summarized. Finally, we try to shed light upon the future

work of NoC routing algorithms.
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rithm, adaptive routing, oblivious routing
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1 Introduction

Benefiting from the continuous improvement of processing

technology in semiconductor industry, increasing number of

cores are integrated on chip, many traditional challenges as

power and bandwidth rise up again, thus on-chip intercon-

nection becomes the critical aspect of chip performance. Pro-

found changes are taking place in on-chip interconnection.

Therefore, NoC, proposed as a resource management so-

lution with high scalability, is gradually replacing the tra-

ditional on-chip interconnection methods such as bus and

crossbar. Various contributions have been made in this area

in recent years [1–6].

Different from traditional on-chip interconnection, NoC

implements packet-switch communications as distributed

network. Data are divided into packages and routed from

the source node to the destination node by routers. The

corresponding research areas of NoC, i.e., system, network

adapter, network and link, are listed in Table 1 [7]. The corre-

sponding open system interconnection (OSI) protocol levels

are also appended.

For the simplicity of physical layout and short wire

lengths, mesh topology is most widely adopted in actual im-

plementations. In this paper, we focus on mesh topology and

its derived ones, e.g., torus and concentrated mesh. Once the

topology of a NoC is fixed, the main concerns of the design

are routing algorithm and flow control mechanism.

Routing algorithm defines the strategy of transferring data

packets from source node to destination node. Routing al-
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gorithm has great influence on network efficiency, workload

balance and error robustness, playing an important role in

the whole system. A well designed routing algorithm should

have the properties with reasonable routing path lengths, tol-

erable worst packets latency, low average latency, and good

load balance in various types of workload to maintain high

network throughput, well-tuned with flow control mechanism

to avoid and resolve network transfer errors, deadlock espe-

cially. Therefore, routing algorithm has become a research

hotspot ever since NoC was proposed. There are plenty of

research conclusions in various aspects. Though routing al-

gorithms of NoC and the traditional distributed networks

share some background properties, there still remains envi-

ronmental difference essentially. Distributed networks often

have larger scale and irregular topologies with delay toler-

ance, while NoC tends to apply smaller scale and more regu-

lar topology with less delay tolerance.

Table 1 Research area of NoC

Research level Research area OSI protocol level

System

Design methodology

Architecture domain

Traffic characterization

Application

Presentation

Network adapter
Functionality

Sockets

Session

Transport

Network

Topology

Protocol

Flow control

QoS

Network

Link

Synchronization

Reliability

Encoding

Data

Data

So far as we know, no one has specialized in reviewing the

routing algorithm of NoC in detail. In order to face the chal-

lenge brought by the increasing complexity of processor de-

sign, a complementary study on routing algorithms of mesh

NoC is of great significance, which will be discussed in the

following.

Most of the earliest routing algorithms on NoC, e.g.,

dimension-order routing (DOR) [8] and zigzag [9], belong to

oblivious routing. They are relatively simple and of negligi-

ble cost to implement. However, the algorithm works poorly

with unbalanced network workload since the routing path is

a fixed function of the source node and destination node. To

alleviate such negative effect, random factors are introduced

into oblivious algorithms such as ROMM [10].

All these algorithms above cannot dynamically balance the

network’s workload. To change this, the adaptive routing al-

gorithms are proposed. Adaptive routing algorithms select

paths by monitoring realtime workload. The early version,

LOCAL [11,12] for instance, only adopts the congestion in-

formation of nodes adjacent to current node. To issue this de-

fect, some research has proposed algorithms such as RCA

[13], DBAR [14] which leverage more network information,

even global information. Kakoulli et al. [15] proposed an self-

adaptive algorithm which leverages global network informa-

tion proceeded by artificial neural network (ANN).

Compared with oblivious routing, adaptive routing algo-

rithms adapt to a more varied network environment and

achieve better performance when the network’s workload is

high or unbalanced. Meanwhile, adaptive routing has to pay

the price for the extra logic overhead in acquiring informa-

tion, path arbitration and deadlock avoidance. As a tradeoff

between adaptive algorithms and oblivious algorithms, the

half-adaptive routing algorithms are proposed. Half-adaptive

algorithms could switch from one oblivious algorithm mode

to another, depending on the evaluation of current workload.

Half-adaptive algorithms make significant reduction of com-

plexity and overhead, though lose some path diversity.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the

basic concepts and related technical features of mesh NoC

structure. Sections 3–5 give descriptions of various research

branches on NoC routing algorithms. Section 6 tries to shed

light on the future research trend of NoC routing algorithms.

2 General view of routing algorithms for
mesh NoC

2.1 Concepts and taxonomy of NoC routing algorithms

Routing algorithm can be formalized as a routing relation R

and a selection function ρ [16]. The relation R is defined as a

mapping:

N × N → P(C), (1)

where N donates the set of network nodes, C represents the

set of all available channels and P(C) is the power set of C.

Routing relation R returns a subset of C while selection func-

tion ρ selects a channel from the returned set by R, avoiding

both deadlock and channel dependency. Figure 1 illustrates

the relationship between routing relation and selection func-

tion.

Figure 2 shows the taxonomy of routing algorithms. Rout-

ing algorithms of NoC can be generally divided into two main

categories, i.e., oblivious algorithms and adaptive algorithms,

depending on whether the current network status affects path
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selection. Oblivious algorithms select the routing path in a

stationary way, while adaptive algorithms takes current work-

load of network into consideration when routing. Determin-

istic algorithms is a subset of oblivious ones, in which the

package path selection can be regarded as a function of the

source nodes and destination nodes. The chosen path is pre-

ordained once the source node and destination node are deter-

mined. For example, dimensional ordered routing (DOR) is a

typical oblivious routing algorithm [10]. In adaptive routing

algorithms, the chosen package paths varies by the current

network status. We divide adaptive routing algorithms into

two subtypes, global adaptive routing and local adaptive rout-

ing based on the scale in which the network status is fetched.

Though oblivious routing is widely applied in practical, re-

searchers pay much attention to adaptive routing, and in this

paper we mainly focus on adaptive routing algorithms.

Fig. 1 Structure of NoC routing algorithms

Fig. 2 Taxonomy of routing algorithms

According to the lengths of paths selected by function

ρ, routing algorithms can be labelled as minimal routing or

non-minimal routing. Minimal routing algorithm always se-

lects paths with minimum length, while non-minimal routing

may choose a longer path. Though showing great advantage

in path diversity, non-minimal routing has much more com-

plex mechanisms to achieve deadlock avoidance, which lim-

its non-minimal routing’s implementation. In this paper, we

mainly discuss minimal routing algorithms.

Specifically, in 2D mesh topology, the routing rela-

tion of minimal routing only returns two of the possible

ports/directions at most, and the selection function chooses

one from the two, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this circumstance,

it is clear that selection function is key to the performance al-

gorithm.

Fig. 3 Selection function of minimal routing algorithm in 2D mesh

For oblivious routing algorithms [8,9,17,18], selection

functions are defined by a static selection rule S which is

not concerned with the current network status. For instance,

DOR [8], i.e., XY-routing/YX-routing, always transfers

packets along the X/Y dimension with higher priority. Some

algorithms randomly generate the direction of the next flip

under certain constraints.

The selection function of adaptive routing algorithms

varies with the networks’ status. Simple adaptive routing

algorithms [11,12] choose candidate output ports by mon-

itoring congestion status of neighboring nodes. To achieve

global-optimal and precise routing selection, sophisticated

adaptive routing algorithms acquire information of non-local

nodes to choose the output port [12–14,19,20].

Livelock and deadlock are side effects brought with more

path diversities in adaptive routing algorithms. Livelock

refers to the circumstance that routing path turns to an end-to-

end loop, which means packets routed are impossible to reach

their destinations1) . Deadlock refers to the phenomenon that

a loop exists in the hold-wait-for relation of the agent or net-

work resources and unable to resolve the situation [16]. The

most common mechanisms to avoid deadlocks include Turn

Model proposed by Glass et al. [21] and the Virtual Chan-

nel Theory proposed by Duato et al. [22–24], which will be

discussed in detail in Section 4.

In short, adaptive routing algorithm achieves better perfor-

mance in various network workload with the cost of network

monitoring, deadlock avoidance and routing arbitration. To

combine the advantages of oblivious and adaptive algorithms,

half-adaptive routing algorithms [25–27] are proposed. Some

half-adaptive routing algorithms can be described as a selec-

tion in two or more oblivious routing models, which is per-

1) It is crystal clear that minimal routing algorithms are livelock-free, which avoids the overhead of livelock avoidance/detection mechanisms
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formed at the source node.

A well-designed routing algorithm is a synthesis of per-

formance, complexity and robustness. Both oblivious routing

and adaptive routing have its own advantages and disadvan-

tages. For instance, DOR [8] and XY-routing need O(1) times

routing selection, while DBAR [14] and greedy need O(n)

times (n is the size of mesh network). The space complexi-

ties of acquiring congestion information in DOR and greedy

are O(1) while those in XY-routing and DBAR are O(n). Ta-

ble 2 compares the three major types of routing algorithms

mentioned above.

Table 2 Comparison of routing algorithms

Routing Oblivious Adaptive Half-adaptive

algorithms routing routing routing

Complexity Low High Median

Adaptability Low High Median

Deadlock-free

mechanism
Simple Complex Median

Throughput Low High High

2.2 Metric for the performance of routing algorithms

Generally, balanced workload is suitable for oblivious routing

algorithms, while the robustness of adaptive routing is best

shown on imbalanced workload. We usually evaluate the per-

formance network with metrics such as packet latency, and

throughput. Synthesis input and benchmarks are both often

injected into network in evaluation.

The synthesis modes are summarized and abstracted from

application behavior. Common synthesis modes include uni-

form, shuffle, transpose, neighbor and so on. Synthesis input

works in the following way:

1) Randomly choose the injected nodes (source node), and

artificially generate a packet.

2) To generate the destination node d depending on the

source node s, pre-defined injection mode and random

factors.

Uniform mode distributes the workload to the whole net-

work uniformly. However, in real system, running applica-

tions behaves with more outburst, unbalance and jitteriness

[7,28–30]. Uniform mode balance the workload naturally and

is not stressed enough compared to real applications. Un-

der uniform mode, most routing algorithms performs well,

and merits and demerits are hardly to tell [21,25,31,32]. Un-

uniform modes such as shuffle and transpose offer more un-

balance to network, showing more difference between rout-

ing algorithms. The inject rate of these synthesis mode can

be precisely controlled to test the algorithms in different net-

work stress conveniently.

To achieve a more convinced result, benchmarks such as

Splash-2 [33] or SPEC [34] are often simulated in NoC. The

behavior of different applications varies in a wide range. For

example, some computing bound applications in benchmarks

generate little traffic in the network, leading to the insensitive-

ness to difference routing algorithms. On the contrary, some

memory bound applications behave in a distinct way such as

fft, water-ns, water and lu in Splash-2 [35].

3 General view of oblivious routing algo-
rithms

For the simplicity and deadlock-free, DOR [8] is one of

the most widely applied oblivious routing algorithms in

distributed systems and NoCs. For each of the source-

destination node pair, DOR always transport the packages

along dimension with predefined priority, for instance, the

x-axis direction in XY-routing and y-axis direction in YX-

routing. The lack of path diversity sometimes performs

poorly under unbalanced workload. Introducing random vari-

ables to enhance path diversity helps to weaken this defec-

tion.

Nesson et al. proposed ROMM [10] as an enhancement

version of DOR, introducing random intermediate nodes be-

tween the source-destination node pair and path relation by

introducing factors. In k-phase ROMM, the whole path (from

source to destination) is split into k segments. In each seg-

ment, DOR is performed. Larger k makes ROMM more like

the distributed routing and consumes more resources. Other

enhanced algorithms based on DOR include VAL, RLB and

LEF [17,18,36].

Zigzag [9] is another commonly used oblivious routing al-

gorithm. In each intermediate node, the algorithm keeps on

choosing the candidate nodes with the longest dimensional

distance, which implies that Zigzag would conduct the most

turns. Some of the oblivious algorithms are illustrated in

Fig. 4.

4 General view of adaptive routing algo-
rithms

4.1 Local adaptive routing algorithm

The advantage of adaptive routing lies in the awareness of

network status. To evaluate the congestion of different nodes,

an appropriate and practical metric is in dire need. Differ-
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ent metrics including free buffer, free virtual channel, cross-

bar request and their combinations are applied in previous

research [12–14,37,38]. Gratz et al. [13] stated that with a

single metric, free buffer or free virtual channel performs

equally and crossbar request works slightly better. An appro-

priate combination of multiple metrics would outperform any

single one.

Fig. 4 Dimension-order routing, 3-phase ROMM and Zigzag

LOCAL [11,12] is simple greedy algorithm with workload

balance. In each hop, by comparing the congestion status of

the two candidate node, the algorithm always chooses the

less congested direction. For example, as shown in Fig. 5,

the source node is (0,0) and destination (2,3). The data are

transferred to (1,0) because of its less congestion along the

x-axis at the first hop. Similarly, the following hops are (1,1)

and (2,1). Later on, there is only one possible direction, so

the last two hops are (2,2) and (2,3).

Fig. 5 LOCAL routing algorithm

4.2 Global adaptive routing algorithm

LOCAL is not global optimal since it might choose a path

with low congestion near the current node but high conges-

tion along the further part of the path. As shown in Fig. 5,

LOCAL algorithm performs a non-global optimal arbitration

at node (0,1). To address this problem, global adaptive rout-

ing algorithms are proposed.

Instead of only monitoring the current node and the adja-

cent nodes, global adaptive routing acquires congestion sta-

tus of neighboring area in a larger scale, even in global scale

[10,13,14,19,20].Global adaptive routing gives consideration

to not only the current hop but also the several future hops fol-

lowed. Global adaptive routing is an improvement of the sim-

ple and direct greedy algorithms such as LOCAL, and outper-

forms better in network with large or unbalanced workload.

RCA proposed by Gratz et al. [13] is one of the global

adaptive routing algorithms. As shown in Fig. 6, the conges-

tion status flow is the opposite direction of data flow. Each

node gets its own congestion metric, calculates a weighted

average of local congestion metric and contention values

from adjacent nodes, and propagates the weighted average

value to the upstream node.

Fig. 6 Three different weight values for aggregation of RCA. (a) 1D; (b)
Fanin; (c) Quad-rant

According to the different weight values for aggregation,

there are three kind of RCA, which are 1D, Fanin and Quad-

rant, as shown in Fig. 6. For example, RCA-1D with local

weight 0.5, Ri+1 = 0.5×Ri+Ci+1, Ci is the congestion metric

of the ith node along the congestion status flow.

One of the disadvantages of RCA is that the contention
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values contain some unnecessary information since the cal-

culating process brings in the congestion status information

of irrelevant nodes. RCA has to add plenty of status links for

the propagation of congestion information.

Gratz et al. [2] proposed Neighbors on Path (NoP) as an-

other solution, which selects ports one hop ahead of LOCAL.

NoP algorithm monitors the congestion of the adjacent nodes

two hops away. For example, as Fig. 7(a) illustrates, the cur-

rent and destination node are is (1,1) and (2,3), and the candi-

date nodes are (1,2) and (2,1) respectively. NoP evaluates the

congestion information of node pairs (1,3)(2,2) and (2,2)(3,1)

separately, in the view of node (1,2) and node (2,1).

Fig. 7 Comparison of (a) NoP and (b) DBAR algorithms in areas of global
information

Ma et al. proposed DBAR [14] as an improvement based

on RCA for multi districts in NoC. DBAR focus on the con-

gestion status of nodes in the same row/column in order to

avoid redundant information, as shown in Fig. 7(b). DBAR

stores congestion information of the row and column in two

group of registers, CongestX and CongestY , one bit for one

node. Assuming the source node is (xs, ys) and destination is

(xd, yd), and yd > ys, xd > xs, then the congestion values of

the two directions are derived: Congx = CongestX[xs : xd]

and Congy = CongestY[ys : yd]. Zeros will be added to the

tail of the shorter one between Congx and Congy, keeping

Congx and Congy the same length. CATRA [39] proposed

by Ebrahimi et al. is an intriguing comparison with DBAR,

which uses both local and non-local congestion information

in a more updated way.

All of these algorithms mentioned above collect and propa-

gate congestion status of related nodes. Similar algorithms in-

clude those proposed by [12,19,40,41]. To physically imple-

ment these routing algorithms, extra modules for monitoring,

aggregation and propagation are implemented in the form of

accompanied network, global routing table [16,42,43], point-

to-point communication, etc.

Both RCA and DBAR leverage embedded monitoring net-

works. To achieve the management of accompanied network,

aggregation and propagation modules are implemented in mi-

cro architecture of routers. Figure 8 shows the micro architec-

ture of conventional router and router implemented in these

algorithms. As shown in Fig. 8(b), aggregation module of

RCA receives congestion status information of the down-

stream routers. Congestion status downstream and local vir-

tual channel occupation status are inputs of the calculation

logic. The calculation logic outputs the congestion estimation

of each port to pre-selection logic and propagation module.

Propagation module adds the weighted results of aggregation

module, and outputs the results to the aggregation modules

downstream. DBAR uses two groups of register integrated in

the router, Congest X and Congest Y, to store the congestion

status of the row/column the node belongs to. The two groups

of registers from adjacent nodes are connected. Meanwhile,

the selection algorithm uses these registers as input and calcu-

lates the out-dim vector, which is similar to the routing table

in some way, and send the vector to the preselection logic, as

Fig. 8 Physical implementations of monitoring network routers. (a) Tradi-
tional routing; (b) RCA; (c) DBAR
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shown in Fig. 8(c).

Ramanujam et al. [35] proposed DAR algorithm which ap-

plies flooding to transfer the latency information, and controls

the flow by estimating the latency of the candidate nodes.

Routers broadcast the stored information of other nodes.

Therefore, all neighboring nodes of node C, within an area

with radius N, can receive node C’s status in N clock cycles

at most. The propagation proceeds periodically.

Global adaptive routing algorithms, which are physically

implemented by routing table [16,42,43], are similar to the

traditional distributed network, and will not be discussed in

detail in this paper.

The algorithms above evaluate the congestion status with

weight to arbitrate between candidate nodes. Kakoulli et al.

[15] proposed a mechanism to predict the network’s hotspot

with a novel frame of artificial neural networks (ANN).

4.3 Hotspot prediction based on ANN

Hotspot is defined as a group of nodes (usually adjacent ones)

or some traffic patterns in the network with relatively frequent

communications during a period of time. Hotspots emerge

with the workload imbalance. Bypassing these hotspots can

ease the imbalance of the network and significantly improve

efficiency. In distributed networks, there have been already

some promising results on hotspot prediction [37,44]. Differ-

ent from those selection-based algorithms mentioned previ-

ously, hotspot prediction is based on searching.

ANN [45] is a structure formed by plenty of basic modules.

These basic modules, which are called neurons, have similar

logics. Every neuron takes a real value vector as input, and

outputs a real number. Figure 9 is a typical ANN which is di-

vided into input layer, output layer and hidden layer. Theoret-

ically, an ANN with only one hidden layer can approximate

any complex function with arbitrarily small bias.

Fig. 9 An ANN with one hidden layer

Kakoulli et al. [15] divided the whole net into several seg-

ments in variant scales (2×2/3×3/4×4). Then the congestion

status of these segments are regarded as ANN input. Figure

10 is an example of a 4 × 4 network using 9/4/1 neurons to

monitor segments of size 2 × 2/3 × 3/4 × 4. The congestion

metrics derived by the neurons are inputs of ANN, linking

to ten nodes from hidden layer, and finally outputting to the

output layer.

Fig. 10 Physical implementations of monitoring network routers: monitor-
ing network with (a) 2× 2 sub-areas; (b) 3× 3 sub-areas; (c) 4× 4 sub-areas;
and (d) corresponding ANN structure (not all the linkages are drawn)

In this example, the inputs are the buffer occupation rates

of network nodes, and the output is node which can turn into

hotspot with the highest possibility. The researchers use syn-

thetic traffic traces, which contain buffer utilization data col-

lected over 500 000 cycles, as training data. In order to cover

variant hotspots’ emerging frequency, the training data are

derived with the net throughput at 0.22, 0.67 and 0.98. The

results indicate that even with a high sampling rate (greater

than 60%), the predicting error cannot be limited under 10%

(1%–12% usually). The authors state that limiting the predict-

ing error under 5% would be unrealistic. It is also believed

that optimizing the sample set could reduce predicting error.

4.4 Deadlock-free theory of adaptive routing algorithm

Adaptive routing algorithms may cause livelocks or dead-

locks during the interconnection process. Livelock refers to

that the path of data transferring is a closed loop and the des-

tination node cannot be reached. As mentioned previously,

livelocks will never emerge in minimal routing algorithms.

Either limiting the presence times of non-candidate nodes or

ensuring the probability of passing the candidate nodes, can

eliminate livelocks in non-minimal routing algorithms [19].
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Deadlock refers to a situation that several packets are wait-

ing for each other to release the resources and become a cy-

cle, thus all those packets are blocked. To get rid of deadlock,

there are mainly two ways. One is monitoring deadlock in

real time and resolving deadlock when it emerges. The other

way is restricting the routing algorithms by rules to avoid the

emerging of deadlock. The later method is more widely ap-

plied because of its simplicity and cheapness. The represen-

tatives are Virtual Channel [38] and Turn Model [21].

Duato [22–24] made the fundamental theory for using vir-

tual channel to avoid deadlock: always keeping a vacant

channel as escape channel by the routing rules. The core of

the theory may be declared as: if there exist a sub-relation R1

of routing relation R, whose extended channel dependence

graph is connected and contains no loop, then R is deadlock-

free. In practical implementation, the satisfying R1 is struc-

tured firstly and then the complementary set R′ = R − R1 is

added.

The turn model [21] regards a ring in mesh as four turn-

ings. There are eight types of turnings (ES, SW, WN, NE in

clockwise direction and EN, NW, WS, SE in anti-clockwise

direction). Limiting one type of turning for clockwise and

anti-clockwise respectively would prevent the occurrence of

loops, thus avoiding deadlocks. Three kinds of implementa-

tion are proposed based on this principle, namely West-first,

North-last and Negative-first, as shown in Fig. 11(a). Figure

11(b) is an example of West-first, passing paths direct west

with higher priorities. Turn model is the basis of many other

algorithms [46,47] and has been widely applied.

Fig. 11 Turn model. (a) Three kinds of implementation; (b) an example of
West-first

Bolotin et al. [48] proposed another deadlock-free method-

ology by hardware coding, which, in fact, is equivalent to turn

model.

5 Half-adaptive routing algorithm

Designing half-adaptive routing is a tradeoff between algo-

rithm freedom and logic overhead. On the aspect of deadlock-

avoidance mechanism, half-adaptive routing limits the num-

ber of candidate paths by routing rules such that no virtual

channel is needed.

Chiu [25] proposed odd-even turn model based on turn

model, to construct a half-adaptive algorithm. The basic con-

cept is as follows. Firstly, columns are labelled and divided

into two types, odd and even, according to their order. Then

the nodes on the odd columns and even columns are restricted

with separate rules, such that turning type EN & NW (also

ES & SW) will not emerge in the same column. To be spe-

cific, EN and ES turnings are forbidden on even columns,

while on odd columns, NW and SW turnings are forbidden.

In the paper Chiu proved that such constraints ensure odd-

even turn model to be deadlock-free. Compared with turn

mode, odd-even turn model restricts less and chooses the path

more freely.

Noticing the variant behaviour of oblivious routing and

adaptive routing under different network load, Hu and Mar-

culescu [27] proposed DyAD. the main idea of DyAD is us-

ing oblivious routing when the workload is light, and using

adaptive routing when the workload is heavy. DyAD adds a

mode controller to monitor the congestion status of adjacent

nodes. The routing algorithm uses XY-routing at normal situ-

ations and switches to odd-even turn model when congestion

signals are received.

Fu et al. [26] proposed another half-adaptive algorithm

named Abacus, which is also based on turn mode. Regard-

ing the n×n mesh as an Abacus of n columns and each

columns has n beads. In each column, there is a clockwise

bead and a counter-clockwise bead specified. Nodes above

clockwise (counter-clockwise) beads forbid ES (NW) turn-

ing, and nodes below them forbid SW (EN) turning. This rule

ensures no loop would emerge, as shown in Fig. 12.

The adaptiveness of the algorithm lies in that the

clockwise/counter-clockwise beads will move according to

the network status, depending on the flow/stream of the net-

work on the upper part and lower part of the columns. When

the imbalance reaches a threshold, the beads will move ac-

cordingly. In the paper, Fu proved that this algorithm is both

deadlock-free and livelock-free, and that for each source-

destination node pair there are at least two feasible paths.

6 Future work

Routing algorithm is one of the key factors for NoC perfor-

mance. Great progresses have been made in both adaptive
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routing and half-adaptive routing. Considering the disadvan-

tages of current algorithms, aspects below are worth further

studing.

Fig. 12 Abacus. (a) Clockwise beads; (b) counter-clockwise beads; (c) for-
bidden turns (clockwise); (d) forbidden turns (counter-clockwise)

Firstly, most of the current global adaptive routing algs

[10,12–14,19,20] use congestion information of current node

or the neighboring nodes, to select which direction should be

chosen. The current node is deeply investigated along with

the neighboring nodes, while from the aspect of destination

node, part of the collected information is irrelevant, e.g.,

RCA [13]. There is another doubt, when calculating weighted

average (e.g., the contention value) in [2,13,14], for conve-

nience of hardware implementation, they all use 1/2 as the

weight value. The weight 1/2 might not be optimal, hence

theoretical analysis and additional experiments are needed.

Secondly, global adaptive routing algorithms calculate the

best path every hop, while in practical the congestion statuses

of candidate channels are often quite similar, thus the algo-

rithms cannot avoid hotspot as we expected. Hotspot predic-

tion algorithms show their advantages under these circum-

stances. Promising research is done on hotspot prediction

based on ANN [15], indicating that machine learning meth-

ods might have tremendous breakthrough on hotspot predic-

tion, yet the algorithm parameters remains to be optimized

and other machine learning methods are expected in the ex-

ploration of hotspot prediction.

Thirdly, the physical implementation structures of global

adaptive routing algorithms are mostly based on connections

between nodes, while the hotspot-related algorithms are con-

trolled by a central module. Central controlled pattern is suit-

able for global information gathering, while node-to-node

connection pattern has fine property on scalability. Designing

the appropriate connecting structure according to the features

of routing algorithms, is an interesting topic for further study.

Last, half-adaptive routing could be implemented in vari-

ous ways. Either restricting path selection [21,25] or chang-

ing algorithm mode by monitoring network flow [26,27] is a

promising method. For the second type, designing an mode

controller, which can coordinate with the utilized algorithms

accurately, is both important and challenging.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the concepts and taxonomy of

NoC routing algorithms on mesh topology. Oblivious rout-

ing, adaptive routing and half-adaptive routing, each has its

own unique features to suit certain real implementation sce-

narios. The main streams of recent research on mesh NoC

are presented and future work are discussed. Considering the

trend that more cores will be integrated on chip, NoC will be-

come the major interconnection structure. As a critical factor

of NoC performance, routing algorithms will remain to be a

research hotspot.

Different from the traditional routing algorithms which

lack the necessary information, global adaptive algorithms

get more attention because of its robustness under heavy

workload. In addition to the traditional point-to-point con-

nection, setting central controlling modules is a promising

way to design new global adaptive routing processors. Ap-

plying machine learning methods such as ANN may make

the network more intelligent and self-adaptive. Half-adaptive

routing algorithms, combining the advantage of both oblivi-

ous routing and adaptive routing, have their own attraction for

the high performance-power efficiency. Routing algorithms

on mesh NoC will continue to be a thrilling and challenging

field for future research.
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